Thank you for the opportunity to present our support for HB 248. I
would love to be able to be there in person but, as this is hearing is
taking place, I will be seeing clients at our wellness clinic in Medina,
Ohio. Many of our clients found us searching for a place that can oﬀer
hope and healing of vaccine related injuries, so I have chosen to
speak out on their behalf since they are incredibly under represented
and largely maligned by those who benefit the most from Big Pharma.
The freedom to abstain from vaccines (or any other medical
procedure or product) is a fundamental human right that must be
protected. The decision to abstain or receive an injection should be
made based on both conscience and health and should NOT be
manipulated by threats of being excluded from society or promises of
special benefits. There are many reasons why someone would
choose not to receive a vaccine.
In my family, our reasons are based on both faith and what we know
to be sound health science. Although the reason we abstain should
really not be anyone’s business we choose to share in the hope that
wise decisions will be made.
Our deeply held religious beliefs and practices prohibit us from
consuming any product produced using material from other humans,
monkeys, sharks, pigs, dogs, etc. - all of which are used in vaccine
development. This requirement is shared by tenets of Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. The principles of our faith also prohibit us from
injecting any mRNA platform/software products (as Moderna
describes on their website) as they are designed to overwrite the
information our bodies receive via natural, God-given biological
processes. Any attempt to alter the design function of our created
bodies is an aﬀront to both creation and the Creator.
Even if we did not have a conscientious objection, we refuse on the
grounds of health science. There are many things that we know about
the immune system and yet, at the same time, we are making
discoveries about it all the time. Only SIX years ago scientists
discovered vessels in the brain that they eventually would call the

“glymphatic system” - part of the immune system that had never
been seen before and is still somewhat of a mystery to us. Our kind
has managed to survive millennia due to the ever-adjusting, powerful
immune defenses. There is no amount of foreign substances that we
can forcibly create a response to that will ever be able to compete
with what we are born with. In fact, if you ever take the time to read a
vaccine ingredient list, you would see that many of them are also
causes of various diseases. Wise and traditionally valued elements
such as exercise, being in the sun, drinking clean water, eating
healthful food, having positive emotions and attitudes, social
interactions, breathing fresh air, etc. are by far the best way to
promote health in a community. These actions produce benefit
without risk. Vaccines, on the other hand, have questionable benefits
with undeniable risk. We choose to support health through healthful
choices.
All of that being said, it is so hard to believe we have so quickly
arrived to a place in our society that we need to come and ASK for
our personal, medical decisions to be respected and to remain
private. It is hard to believe that Ohioans are at risk of losing the
ability to participate in normal life events based on whether or not
they have received a medical intervention that they may not even be
medically permitted to take. The right to move freely, pursue life and
liberty is a God-given right which, shockingly, is now up for debate
and at risk of being violated merely for the fear that the injections
others have taken to protect them won’t actually work. Allowing a
medical intervention to be the standard by which we work, study and
engage with each other will create the biggest societal chasm in our
history. We will have 2 Ohios that will result in an unprecedented
fracturing of our culture.
Please do the right thing before God, before your fellow brother and
sister and before the Constitution - codify equal protection and equal
access to all. Stand in favor of medical freedom!
Thank you and God bless, Kimberly Kubitza

